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While you might be able to write a moving piece that dives deeply into the sacrifices your grandfather made when he immigrated to the US or how
friendly your doctor was to you when you were in the hospital, remember your audience and intention. This is your personal statement, intended to
highlight an important personal strength of yours. Author gwendolyn biography brooks
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Over 500 colleges and universities use the Common Application,
which has one required essay, called the personal statement. There are
five new prompts to choose from, and this essay can be used for
multiple colleges. Related Why I Love the New Common Application
Essay PromptsBeyond the Common Application essay, many colleges
also have supplements that ask additional, university-specific
questions which applicants must respond to with shorter-form essays.

While topics vary gwendolyn brooks author biography supplement to
supplement, there are a few standard essay formats that gwendolyn
brooks author biography colleges useThis gwendolyn brooks author
biography the most common essay and is used for the main Common
Application essay.

In this essay, the applicant talks about a meaningful gwendolyn
brooks author biography experience that helped shape who she is
today. Many colleges, including Columbia University gwendolyn
brooks author biography Duke University, use the supplement to
ask applicants to explain why they have chosen to apply to this
particular college. In this essay, students need to be detailed and offer
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specific examples for wanting to attend this school. Not only does it
help students reiterate their passions, it also serves as a gauge for
demonstrated interest and a vehicle for students to better articulate
how they will contribute to the campus environment.

In this essay, students write about an extracurricular activity or
community service project that was especially meaningful to them.
Instead, some colleges, like Georgetown University, choose to
include a variation of this essay among their supplements by asking
students to discuss an activity and its significance to their life or
course of study.

Avoid writing about things like scoring the winning goal, topics of
public consciousness like natural gwendolyn brooks author
biography, or something that happened to you in middle school.
Some students choose to write about things like sex or romantic
relationships in order to stand out; yet, these topics fail to add
substance or depth to an application.

A successful essay will reveal something about you that the
admissions reader may not have already known, and will show how
you interact with family and friends and demonstrate your beliefs or
explore your passions. A great essay also provides readers with a
vivid picture. When crafting an essay, think of it as offering
admissions readers a window into a certain event or story.

Focus on the most meaningful moments, not the irrelevant background
details. For example, a student once wrote an essay about feeling out
of place culturally during an internship. Instead of giving a general
description of the internship and his conflicts, he opened the essay
with a vivid description of what he saw when he first arrived, and
used this scene to frame the feelings of alienation he underwent -
giving the reader a striking image of his experience in great detail.

Remember, your college application essay is about you. WolfShould
you write about depression in your personal statement. Disclose



mental health challenges elsewhere gwendolyn brooks author
biography your college application. Alanna SchubachHigh school
students preparing to complete college application essays often have a
hard time writing about themselves. Kevin McMullinCollege
application essays should allow students to show admissions
committees who they are, and the new prompts on the Common App
make this task easier.

Felecia Commodore shares her expert advice so your application
process is as easy as it can be. Kat Cohen is one of the leading
independent university admissions counselors in the world. Cohen is
the founder and CEO of IvyWise, a comprehensive educational
consulting company with expertise in admissions counseling, tutoring,
test preparation, and research. Cohen is a best-selling author and is a
sought-after speaker and expert on university admissions.

Cohen serves as the Higher Education Expert for LinkedIn and on the
Educational Advisory Board of REACT to FILM. She is routinely
quoted in international media and regularly contributes to the
TODAY Show, CNN, CNBC, FOX Business, Forbes, The Wall
Street Journal, Entrepreneur, and The Huffington Post. Related Why I
Love the New Common Application Essay Prompts Beyond the
Common Application essay, many colleges also have supplements that
ask additional, university-specific questions which applicants must
respond to with shorter-form essays.

While topics vary from supplement to supplement, there are a few
standard essay formats that many colleges use Personal Statement This
is the most common essay and is used for the main Common
Application essay.

Activity Essay In this essay, students write about an extracurricular
activity or community service project that was especially meaningful
to them.



Our writers who want to order today. Our essay and buy essay writing
service that is a task on the custom essay help from us writers.
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The services are simply too poor.

This should reveal the positive qualities of the student. It much more
clearly states the objective of this personal statement. It is helping my
students to focus more on themselves. Enter your email address to
subscribe to this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email.
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Sun is a UC admissions expert who has been guiding students to the
top UCs, such as UC Berkeley and UCLA, since 2006. She graduated
from UC Berkeley, spent a year in a PhD program at UCLA, and
completed a college counseling certificate program through UCSD
Extension. Gwendolyn brooks author biography she is not
working with students or answering student questions online, Ms. Sun
gwendolyn brooks author biography with UC Berkeley and UCLA
in support of their high school and community college outreach
efforts.

In prompt 1, she reflected on her background by giving specific
examples that showcased her maturity and character. Then, she
demonstrated her strong leadership capability with a story about
gwendolyn brooks author biography a school club in prompt 2.
However, her statement did not impress UCLA. In prompt 1, she
described her initiative to combat the dullness of her town by
organizing a community event and how she learned to overcome
obstacles and let her leadership ability flourish.

In prompt 2, she explained the crises involving her father and how
those experiences shaped her career interests. His personal statement
deviated from engineering but was sufficient to earn him admission
offers from UCLA, UCD, UCI, UCM, UCR, UCSD, and UCSC,
although it was not enough to impress Berkeley. He focused on
integration in his cultural background in prompt 1, only briefly
mentioning his career aspiration in engineering.



He then told a story about being benched on his sports team, in
prompt 2, and how he persevered through the frustration to eventually
achieve success. In prompt 1, he articulated how he had arrived at his
goal of improving the world through his school experiences. In
prompt 2, he conveyed a genuine passion for typography by
explaining how gwendolyn brooks author biography interest
developed over time and how he accomplished something worthwhile
through the expression of that interest.

His personal statement did not reference his interest in engineering
but was sufficient to get him admitted to UCLA, UCD, UCSD,
UCSB, and UCSC, but not to Berkeley. His prompt 1 gave concrete
examples of his "aha moments," which highlighted his enthusiasm to
help others to achieve similar enlightenment. His overtly slick and
stylish prompt 2 only briefly touched on his achievements, a missed
opportunity that could have been better utilized with well-developed
examples of accomplishments.

His personal statement provided good support to his application,
which earned him admission to UCLA.
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